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Beat the Parents: Exploring Sound

BACKGROUND

In the episode, we learned about sound frequency, and that, as we age, we perceive sound differently than when 
we are younger.  We learned that a sound is produced by a vibration that, in turn, vibrates the air molecules 
around it.  The vibrations cause air molecules to compress or to spread apart, called compressions and  
rarefactions, which results in areas of higher and lower pressure.  This pattern of high and low pressure re-
peating and traveling through the air is a sound wave.  The figure below represents a small segment of a sound 
wave graph.  If we imagine hearing a single note, there are two basic characteristics of that note that directly 
correlate to components of the sound wave graph.  Whether the note is low like a deep voice or high pitched 
is dependent on the frequency of the wave or how often a wave cycle passes a given point.  A wave cycle in 
the diagram would be from point A to point B (or any two consecutive high points or low points on the graph).  
What determines frequency is how close together those two points are. This distance is called the wavelength. 
When the wavelength is small (points are close together), more waves pass by in a given time, which means high 
frequency and the pitch is high. A large wavelength gives a low frequency and a low pitch.  How “tall” the wave 
is, or how far A is from A’ in the diagram, is called the amplitude and is what determines the volume of the 
note.  A large amplitude correlates to a louder note and a smaller amplitude to a softer note. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS

 Complete the table below by drawing the wave that would correlate to the given sound description.

Sound description Sound wave sketch

Soft high pitch 

Loud high pitch

Soft low pitch

A’

A B
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TASK

Follow the procedure below to create a basic wind instrument out of a plastic straw.  You will then alter the 
straw and see what happens to the pitch of the sound produced.  

PREDICT

How will changing the length of the straw affect the pitch produced?

PROCEDURE

1. Use your teeth or pair of pliers to flatten about one inch of the end of your straw.

2. Cut the corners off of the flattened end to create the shape shown at the right.

3. Place the cut end of the straw between your lips and press down gently with your lips.  

4.  Blow through the straw to create a tone.  You may need to move it around slightly to  
get a tone.  You are trying to get the cut ends to vibrate.

5.  Once you are able to get a tone, have a partner snip off about 1 cm of straw from the  
bottom. Continue to cut off pieces of straw while you make the note. Observe what  
happens to the pitch. 

CONCLUSION

How does the length of a column of air (the straw) affect the pitch of sound produced?

 

 

 

 

FOLLOW-UP

Wind instruments produce different pitches using the same principle you explored with the straw.  Through the 
use of keys, valves, and slides, the size of a column of vibrating air is changed and therefore the pitch or note 
played is changed. See if you can:

•  Create a basic wind instrument that plays 4 or more different notes with a straw 
 by adding holes instead of cutting off segments (see figure at right).  

•  If you have a straw that fits snugly in another, you can make the air column longer  
and shorter like a trombone!


